HOPE DIGEST
sharing vision and voice

LETTER FROM THE EDITORIAL TEAM

Editorial Committee:
1. Elsheli Chishi,
Grade 11, Science

We proudly present to you the second edition of Hope
Digest!
As you flip through these pages, you'll get a gist of the
highlights of Hope Academy.
We want to thank the teachers and students for an
overwhelmingly positive response amidst preparing for
the finals and short notice. Also, a big thank you to the
first editorial team for setting the template for the rest of
us to follow.
We hope that through this newsletter, we will continue to

2. Kimberly Kiso,
Grade 11, Humanities
3. Watilila molier,
Grade 11, Science
4. Imtitula Pongener,
Grade 11, Science
5. whalongla imchen,

Grade 11, Science
6. Nikika assumi,
Grade 11, Science

discover hidden talents, appreciate each other's

7. Longtichang longkumer
Grade11, science

uniqueness, and grow closer as a school family.
We wish the outgoing seniors to continue to strive for the
highest!

8. satmilen kipgen,
grade11, humanities

Happy reading!
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9. imolong jamir
Grade 11, science
10. yakpanger imchen
grade11, science
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FROM THE PRINCIPALS DESK
As we come close to the end of our academic
year, I would like to thank all the parents and
students for the completion of another
successful academic year, especially in the midst
of lockdowns and uncertainties. I can’t thank you
enough for the cooperation and support the
school has received from parents over the past
months. I also take this opportunity to
congratulate all my students for overcoming
tremendously challenging months. The effort
and resilience that you have all displayed is
outstanding. I am so proud of all of you!
We look forward to the beginning of a new academic year as it brings with it another new
adventure. We look forward to having everyone back again in the next session. I am hopeful that
in the next session we will get back to normal life from the "new normal".
I thank the entire school faculty for putting in so much effort during these hard times.
Extraordinary measures were adopted by teachers to keep learning interesting and enjoyable.
Regardless of the difficulties, teachers also took steps to maintain and develop child-teacher
relations so that the learning of students was not affected. This speaks about the dedication and
attributes of our teachers.
As the school prepares itself for the new academic year, I am concerned with the amount of
screen time our students are spending on mobile phones, computers, laptops, etc. With our
growing dependence on technology, screens have become even more embedded in our everyday
lives. However, we should be able to balance our use, as too much screen time can be harmful.
In today’s digitally fueled times, it's important that students should not lose touch with moral
values. Education is not just about academic progress, our values are important to us as they
serve as our personal guiding principles for life. Values add to the personality of an individual.

Contd...
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FROM THE PRINCIPALS DESK
As we move forward, let's keep in mind the guiding ideals of kindness, courage, humility, honesty,
truthfulness, integrity, respect, and hard work. According to popular belief, students who have
high ethical standards grow up to be responsible and honest members of society, while those who
lack such standards become dangers to themselves and others.
I wish to express my best wishes to the students of grades 10 and 12 who will be appearing for
their board exams in the month of April this year. There is no doubt in my mind that all of you are
extremely dedicated and gifted, and I am certain that your hard work and determination will
carry you to success in your exams.
In addition, I want to encourage all students to take good care of themselves as well as study hard
during exam time. Have a study routine and follow it persistently. Eat healthy food and get
enough sleep so that you can focus on your coming exam. Try to keep distractions to a minimum,
which means keeping your mobile phones and gadgets away if it's hampering your studies.
If you have any worries or concerns, please know that you are not alone. We're all here for you,
and you're always welcome to talk to your teachers, or even me. My prayers go out to all of you
that you will strive to be the best you can be and reach new heights in your life.

Believe in yourself
Work hard & Stay heathy
Sashizunga Ao
Principal
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melomania 2021

(A Short Report)

Inter-school solo singing competition - Miss Kilentola
Sashiwapang Lanu, IRS Additional Commissioner for Central GST Dimapur, was the Guest of Honor
at Hope Academy's campus for this year's Melomania, which included an inter-school solo
competition. We're all aware that Melomania serves as a showcase for young talented artists across
Dimapur's schools, and in previous years, bands from various institutions have taken use of this
opportunity.
The competition was staged as an inter-school solo singing competition with 10 participating
schools and seven schools nominated as finalists. The competition had three eminent judges from
the music industry of Nagaland; Thunglamo Ngullie, Kekhrie Ringa, and Kevi Pucho.
The winner of the Solo Competition was announced as Weritu U Lohe of Maple Tree School with a
cash prize of Rs. 25000, first runners up award was bagged by Kimberly from our Hope Academy
(cash prize Rs. 15000), and the second runners up award was bagged by Lisa A Yepthomi from our
Hope Academy (cash prize Rs. 10000) as well. A highest view award was bagged by Lisa A Yepthomi
with 8700 views (cash prize Rs. 5000).
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love among the bookshelves
BOOK REVIEWS!

HA LIBRARIAN'S RECOMMENDED SERIES

Agatha Christie Series
We have a wide range of Agatha Christie's books in the Hope Academy
library. She is best known for her detective novels. Her work usually
includes regular characters like Hercule Poirot, Miss Marple, and Harley
Quinn. Fans of mystery novels will get addicted to her entire series if you
start to read one. She is popularly known to provide unexpected twists and
unforeseen conclusions. To date, Christie remains one of history's most
prolific and influential writers. If you are a new reader, I would suggest you
start with "The ABC Murders". You won't regret it! - MISS SENTIENLA
IMCHEN

1. Emma by Jane Austen
If you are an avid reader of classic literature and adore the writing styles of
famous writers like Charles Dickens, Oscar Wilde, and so on, Jane Austen's
"Emma" might just be the perfect book for you. With its awe-inspiring, witty
writing and extremely entertaining plot, this book is an absolute gift to the
soul. Along with the ethereal setting of the story, this book also gives readers
societal and cultural glimpses of that era.

2. Red, White & Royal Blue by Casey McQuiston
Red, White & Royal Blue written by Casey McQuiston, ends in the winter of
2020 with the US presidential elections' 2020 result. This is exactly how I
want 2020 to end. It ends with hope, love, and a bright future. A fictional
story between Alex, FSOTUS, and the Prince of England, Henry. From being
predetermined enemies to falling in absolute love, we all get a romantic
journey that only establishes one universal truth. The premise is promising
and exciting, and the writing flows beautifully. It is funny and has loveable,
varied characters.

3. Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien
A fantasy adventure story with great characters.
- AKUMSANGLA JAMIR 10(B)
4. Refugee by Alan Gratz
This book is an entrancing work of literature by the author, Alan Gratz. The
story revolves around characters from three different, historically-important,
periods with the important message of searching for a haven; a place of
refuge. I think this is a great book for people who like historical fiction or who
are looking for a heart-stopping and attention-grabbing book.
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5. Wonder by R.J. Palacio
One of my all-time favorites, "Wonder" by R.J. Palacio, is an amazing, heartwarming story of a young boy with a facial abnormality. With a whole series of
challenges coming his way, the readers can't help but feel connected to the
protagonist. This book, in my opinion, is an excellent representation of the
constant insecurities that young people experience, and I would strongly
recommend it to readers of all ages.

6. Arms and the Man by Bernard Shaw
The comedy, the tension, the irony of heroic stories, and the complexities
of love.a story you should read, I say.
- SATMINLEN BEN KIPGEN 11(A)

7. If You Could See Me Now by Cecelia Ahern
A fantasy-related story about Elizabeth, a stern Irish woman who is an interior
designer, As she had a tough childhood and did not know much about
motherly affection, she tried her best to raise her nephew Luke in the most
disciplined manner. One day, Elizabeth finds out that Luke has created his
imaginary friend Ivan. Little did Ivan know that his world was about to take a
different turn as he began to become more and more enthralled by Elizabeth.
The concept of the novel was so beautiful and innocent. I loved how it
involves quite a lot of suspending of disbelief, but it's generally well put
together, and the characters give a mixture of different emotions. More than
anything, it was about growing up. A dull, monotonous life is filled with the
colors of imagination. Ivan showed Elizabeth a beautiful, imaginative world
different from what she had lived, and it was by far the happiest moment of
her life. I'd recommend this book to any fantasy reader who wants to escape
to this lovely and enchanting world.

8. Memoirs of a Geisha by Arthur Golden
Memoirs of a Geisha is an American novel that touches on the subject of
Japanese culture during the 19th and 20th centuries. It is the evolution of a
girl into a woman and also presents the lives of geishas (Japanese hostesses).
It is a heavy-handed novel that is sensitive but written very artistically. Each
line holds a meaning and an interpretation that makes the readers curious
and dive into the story like it's their own. However, I would recommend it for
16+ years. There are a lot of mature scenes that aren't appropriate for young
people.

9. Kafka on the Shore by Haruki Murakami
Kafka on the Shore is a great way to get into Haruki's works, which are
literary masterpieces. If the magical/surrealism genre is your thing or you
want to give it a go, it's worth a try.
VOLUME 1, ISSUE 2
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10. Catch a Falling Star by Kim Culbertson
For all my fellow novel enthusiasts out there, Catch a Falling Star by Kim
Culbertson is a novel I'd highly recommend. With its various plot twists, the
"fake dating" trope, moments that tug at your heartstrings, and a slowburning romance between the protagonist, Carter Moon, and Hollywood's
very own 'It Boy' Adam Jakes, "Catch a Falling Star" does not disappoint. The
author's character, a 17-year-old, can be seen done very well in Carter.
While she did get a little immature at times, overall she was a pretty good
protagonist. However, I believe, that the author failed to paint Adam Jakes as
the "big star" he was supposed to be. His overall character was not what I'd
look for in a love interest in a novel. In the story, the protagonist, Carter,
who is from a quite boring town called Little, falls into the vicinity of the
actor Adam Jakes when he comes to her town to shoot a movie. They
somehow end up in a pact where Carter is paid to be Adam's girlfriend.
Carter, with her family struggling financially, is compelled to agree. The
"she's not like other girls" cliché is implemented as Carter is the only girl
who is not head over heels for the Hollywood star. However, she finds
herself drawn towards the boy as the story unfolds. As many chick-lit books
go, the storyline is quite predictable, with cheesy moments and a little bit of
angst here and there. Overall, it was a very fun and charming read.
- LIMASENLA 10(C)

11. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle
A colonel receives five orange seeds in the mail and dies within weeks. A
Christmas goose and an old hat are the only clues to a stolen jewel. A young
bride disappears immediately after her wedding. All these mysterious plots
and ominous settings make 'The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" a mustread for those who love mystery and a pinch of drama while relaxing on the
back of a chair, and I am no exception. Read the book to find out how the
tiniest of details lead the master detective, Sherlock Holmes, to crack the
most peculiar cases with the help of his friend, Dr. James Watson.
- MHADEMO 10(A)

12. The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini
This book is masterfully crafted and beautifully written. It is about an Afghan
boy, Amir, who experiences life and makes choices that change the course of
his whole life. It is set in Afghanistan during a civil war. The characters are
portrayed realistically, and the events that occur evoke all sorts of emotions.
An emotional rollercoaster worth taking

13. The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar
Oscar Wilde's only novel is a dark and irresistible story of beauty and the
darkness that lies within. Written in beautiful prose, it will leave the reader
with many philosophical thoughts and questions. It talks about every part of
the word "beauty," and it accurately captures the essence of Wilde
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14. The Girl in Room 105 by Chetan Bhagat
Chetan Bhagat always does a good job of capturing the essence of
contemporary India in his books. This is one of them. It is, however, not a
love story, rather an 'unlove' story, as said by the author himself. The genre
would be mainly crime/thriller as it follows the protagonist trying to find the
murderer of his ex-girlfriend. The plot was a little above average, and for
someone (like me) who is already into this crime/thriller genre, it might not
meet your expectations. However, a little bit of humor and touches of the
reality of Indian society, such as corruption, objectification of women,
political situations, etc., are nicely interpreted.It also delves into the sensitive
topic of religion, as the protagonist is a Hindu and his ex-girlfriend is Muslim.
So this is a slightly above-average book that misses the mark of a gripping
story.

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS
A Walk to Remember by Nicholas Sparks (14+
Fiction, Romance)
And Then There Were None by Agatha
Christie (13+ Fiction, Mystery, Thriller)
Anne Frank- The Diary of a Young Girl (13+
Non-fiction, Autobiography)
Deadline by Randy Alcorn (14+ Fiction,
Mystery, Thriller)
Divergent by Veronica Roth (14+ Sci-fi,
Romance)
Dork Diaries by Rachel Renée Russell (9+
Fiction)
False Impression by Jeffrey Archer (14+
Fiction, Thriller, Mystery)
FROST by M.P. Kozlowsky (13+ Sci-fi,
Apocalyptic)
Geronimo Stilton Series by Elisabetta Dami
(7+ Fiction, Adventure, Comedy)
Love Story by Erich Segal (14+ Fiction,
Romance)
Model Spy by Jessica Cole (12+ Fiction,
Mystery, Thriller)
No Man is an Island: Stories of Friendship and
Bonding by Ruskin Bond (12+ Non-fiction,
Short stories, Cultural)
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Persuasion by Jane Austen (13+ Classic,
Historical Fiction, Romance)
Piercing the Darkness by Frank E. Peretti
(13+ Fiction, Fantasy, Thriller)
Rich Dad, Poor Dad by Robert T. Kiyosaki,
Sharon L.Lechter (13+ Non-fiction, Business,
Finance, Self Help)
The Fault in Our Stars by John Green (14+
Fiction, Romance)
The Sword by Bryan M. Litfin (14+ Fiction,
Fantasy)
Threads by Sophia Bennett (12+ Fiction)
Tom Gates by L. Pichon (8+ Fiction)
Unfiltered: No Shame, No Regret, Just Me by
Lily Collins (14+ Non-fiction, Autobiography,
Self Help)
Vendetta by Catherine Doyle (14+ Fiction,
Romance, Mystery)
Villette by Charlotte Brontë (13+ Classic,
Historical Fiction, Romance)
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An Escape to the Hills!
A MEMORABLE TEACHER'S PICNIC

Hope Academy Teachers organised a staff picnic on 15th January 2022 to unwind, get rejuvinated, and
bond with each other in an informal setting. It was a day filled with lots of laughter, music, and dance.
Each and every teacher enjoyed the day to the fullest with a sumptuous lunch and an environment
filled with love and good cheer.
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HOPE CANVAS

IBBIE SHIYA (NURSERY)

IMLISEN (KG 1)
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HOPE CANVAS

MHACHEN (KG 1)

ATSUNG IMCHEN
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HOPE CANVAS

YIMLANGER JAMIR (GRADE 2)

ZAARA ABDUL (GRADE 8)
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Art by Zaara Abdul of Grade 8A. Hope Academy
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Q &A

Q&A with Konthah M. Honghahu, Captain of Hope FC
Q: How did you approach the match against
Livingstone?
A: My strategy was to play offensive in the first
half by creating chances as much as possible and a
defensive football strategy in the second half.

Q: What lineup did you use against
Livingstone?
A: Tsenyo, Nikika, Pochieto, Ramgui,
Watitemsu, Hokupu, Chingang, Jongsen, and
Konthah are the starters against Livingstone.

Q: Did the other team do anything surprising
strategically? Or did they perform as you
expected?
A: The other team was surprisingly strong at
defense, and the attack was cooperative and
aggressive. I expected the opponent team to be
uncomfortable with our home ground, but
instead, they ruled the game.

Q: Will the team be participating in any
upcoming events?
A: We might play against our school teachers
and, if possible, a rematch with Livingstone
before the seniors leave. Hope FC is working
hard for the upcoming matches!

Q: What factors contributed to the defeat?
A: To be honest, I was overconfident, and my
teammates were under pressure from the
cheering crowd; there was a lack of
communication, and we began gearing up too
soon.

Q: Is there any advice you have for Hope
Academy's aspiring football players?
A: Based on my limited experience, we must
be humble and respectful of one another,
regardless of age.Work and don't be lazy. The
most important thing is to KEEP OUR
POSITION.Otherwise, the whole team will fall
apart like a domino.

Q: How did the team handle the loss?
A: Our seniors took the initiative of cheering us
up, as it was our first time learning together with
just a few days of practice. I was pleased that we
all demonstrated sportsmanship and learned
something.
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Q&A with Miss Rongsenchila Pongen
Miss Rongsenchila is the English teacher for
grades 11 and 12 at Hope Academy.

Q: What motivates you to become a teacher?
A: When I teach, I also learn, as there is so much to learn from my students when they bring
in new perspectives, ask insightful questions, and share critical responses. These invaluable
little joys drive me to be a teacher.
Q: What experience do you have in our school?
A: It was a blessed and fun experience teaching smart, intellectual, outspoken, reliable, and
responsible students.
Q: Can you share some of your memories with your students?
A: Every single day spent with my students is a profound memory.
Q: What motivates you to continue teaching regardless of the circumstances?
A: Approaching each day as a new and exciting adventure. Also, the warm greetings of the
students with their cheerful countenance encourage me to keep on teaching no matter
what.
Q: Is there anything you'd like to say to your students?
A: Have big dreams and be optimistic in everything you do. Be willing to take and face any
kind of real-world challenge, and resolve your problems fearlessly.
Q: What are your plans now that you've resigned from Hope Academy?
A: I want to stay in the field of education and help kids grow up to be responsible people for
a better world.
Q; How did you find your experience with online classes?
A: The sudden transition to online teaching back in 2020 was quite challenging, but I
gradually got the hang of how the system works. Indeed, in many aspects, teaching-learning
was redefined as I learned how to be innovative with the online classes. It has both pros and
cons, but online teaching-learning was truly a panacea during the pandemic’s total closure
of schools.
Q: Do you have any words of advice for your students who are about to take their board
exams?
A: Believe in yourself, study smart & joyfully!
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Q&A with Sir Imnawabang Longkumer (new book release)
She's retired now, but she still moves
mountains through the gale. It's a short poem
that talks about her love, struggles, and
sacrifices.
Q: What was your favorite book when you
were a kid?
A: Well, I don't read a lot, but growing up I
very much enjoyed reading Dale Carnegie's
"How to Stop Worrying and Start Living." I
would say all of his books are great reads.

Q: What inspired you to become a writer?
A: I'm not much of a writer myself. The reason I
write is that I don't speak much, but my mind is
extremely loud. So I feel the need to put my
thoughts into painted words. The constituents
of Shakespeare’s thoughts were not replicated
in me, but I like to speak my heart out, and the
play with rhymes is something I enjoy doing.
Q: What prompted you to write your most
recent book?
A: Number of things made me want to get a
book published. But what fuelled me was a
relationship that never saw the light of day.
Plus, the poems were piling up, and I felt the
need to compile everything neatly into one
book. So, that was more or less the inspiration
for publishing the book.
Q: Can you explain one of your book's poems?
A: There are so many poems that I'd like to
explain, primarily because of the hidden
elements in them. However, I'll go with the
poem "She", which I wrote for my mother. She
was in the women's police, and from day one,
she carried the whole family through the
stormy days.
VOLUME 1, ISSUE 2

Q: What is your writing work schedule?
A: I don't really have a schedule when it comes
to writing. I write when I feel the need to. It
can be at my workplace, while traveling, or
even while speaking on the phone. Pretty
much anytime, anywhere, whenever my mind
permits.
Q: When you're not writing, what do you like
to do?
A: I spend the majority of my time watching
movies and playing video games online. And
whenever I get time, I enjoy working in
Photoshop.
Q: What advice would you give to aspiring
poets?
A: I don't consider myself in a position to give
any advice. If I had to give them advice, I
would tell them to "write whatever their heart
desires." There are no equations to solve or
laws that need to be followed. Just make sure
your words mean what you want them to say.
Other people may interpret it differently, but,
as Vonnegut said, "Write to please just one
person. If you open a window and make love
to the world, so to speak, your story will get
pneumonia.” So write for yourself because
you're the first reader, and you want to enjoy
your work. Perhaps, ideally, maybe you can
become your favorite writer.
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Q: What do you consider to be a good poem?
A: Strictly speaking, there are some exceptions when it comes to writing a good poem. But I feel
that any poem that can evoke emotions, even in the slightest bit, is in itself a good poem. A poem
should blur the emotional edge between writer and reader, allowing readers to feel things they
weren't aware of in themselves.
Q: What was one of the most surprising things you discovered while writing your book?
A: With the exception of publishing, I did everything myself, from typing, editing, and formatting
the pages to designing the covers. As for me, I learned along the way that it takes so much time
to select the fonts to use for the title and the interior. This process kept me from publishing the
book for a while.
Q: Do you have any plans for future books?
A: As of now, I don’t have any plans. We’ll see along the line.

Sir Imnawabang Longkumer, teaches
English in grades 6, 7, and 8 at Hope
Academy.

The interviews under Q&A are an initiative undertaken by
Nikika Assumi and Longtichang Longkumer of Grade 11
(Science).
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Seniors' Nuggets of Advice

Enjoy life, but at a limit. Don't let the "enjoying part" affect your goals. Have a clear line between
having fun and working for your goals. Ironically, having said that, don't peer pressure yourself
to fit in with others. Do what you believe is best for you and always look for fun new things to
try out before it's too late<3 CHING, ARTS
It's really okay to be confused about your goals, careers, and future. What matters is that you
do your best in everything you do and strive to become your best self. Everything else will fall
into place. I wish you all the best in life! CHONPEM, SCIENCE.
As a student of Hope Academy for about 9 years now, I'm so glad I could be a part of this
amazing family and would like to thank each and every one of you for all the wonderful
memories we shared together. I wish you all the very best in your future endeavors. May we
work hard towards achieving the best versions of ourselves<3. TEMSUIENLA JAMIR, ARTS
I wish I made the roads… But next time naee. RIO, ARTS
You guys are one of the best juniors… Study hard, guys… Never let yourself down. May good
days come ahead of you all. MONGKUM, SCIENCE
Have good company and keep a balance in everything you do. L P, ARTS
Focus on your dreams and have fun too. VISHANE ROZHEMAI, COMMERCE
Y'all study hard and enjoy your time. Experience all the things in your life... You only live once.
Make the best out of it. KINATO, ARTS
Love and live life while you can. ILIVI CHISHI, ARTS
"It's about drive, it's about power, we stay hungry, we devour. Put in the work, put in the hours,
and take what’s ours. " Work hard and have fun<3. SUNGSANGNA, SCIENCE.
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HOPE'S
TOP 3

The Editorial Team recently conducted a survey (just for fun) involving all students of the
school to find out the opinion of students. Here's what we found!

KG
Favorite rhyme
1. Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
2. Wheels on the Bus
3. Johnny Johnny

GRADE
Favorite teacher
1. Miss Ape
2. Ma'am Patricia
3. Miss Chong

GRADE
Favorite teacher
1. Miss Ching
2. Miss Toholi
3. Miss Asang

GRADE
Favorite classmate
1. Mary
2. Mhayirone
3. Moachetla

GRADE
Favorite teacher
1. Miss Temsunaro
2. Miss Sentinaro
3. Miss Rima

GRADE
Favorite classmate
1. Kizung
2. Ellie
3. Pelimi

GRADE
Favorite teacher
1. Miss Chuba
2. Miss Yala
3. Miss Nuna

GRADE
Favorite classmate
1. Daklen
2. Toito
3. Nyuhoi

GRADE
Favorite teacher
1. Miss Imkongsenla
2. Miss Parinita
3. Miss Kuku
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GRADE
Favorite spot on the campus
1. Basketball Court
2. Playground
3. Library
HOPE DIGEST
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GRADE
Events you would like the school to add in the
next academic session
1. Musicals
2. Prom Night
3. Badminton Tournament

RECOMMENDATIONS
GRADE

Webtoons

Most memorable person
1. Saiyajong
2. Tali
3. All the tall girls

1.Windbreaker
2.Your Throne
3. Purple Hyacinth

Who would survive a zombie apocalypse?
1. Vimito
2. Eva
3. No one

1. The One
2. This Song is Only For You
3. Love like Cherry Blossoms

Manhuas

Mangas

Funniest person
1. Limasenla
2. Limasani
3. Menchet

1. My Little Monster
2. The Promised Neverland
3. Cross Game

Dramas

GRADE

1. Reply 1988 (Korean)
2. High & Low (Japanese)
3. Kardeslerim (Turkish)

Most memorable person
1. Vikrino
2. Kivipu
3. Ochisang
Who would survive a zombie apocalypse?
1. Chonpem
2. Livitoh
3. Kinato

Animes
1.
2.
3.

School Babysitters
Your Lie in April
Josee, the Tiger, and the Fish

Funniest person
1. Mongkum
2. Chingang
3. Ojentila
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Act of Kindness
Miss Lenti Aier, a psychologist and a future patron of social change, is one
of our society's best examples of social welfare and transformation in our
society. She is undoubtedly a significant personality who believes in
individual responsibility that would lead to social transformation; has been
serving in different areas of imparting proficiency and knowledge, currently
holds the title of a Post Graduate Psychology teacher in our Hope Academy,
and this highlight is to share about her NGO.
She is the Founder-President of the Act of Kindness Society (AOK), a notable NGO and a movement
of people from all walks of life coming together to bring small changes, transitions, and
transformation in the society of Dimapur City, in addition to the numerous laurels and achievements
that she has acquired and holds. As she would share, "AOK is a vision that God bestowed upon me
and many people came forward to manifest it with their selfless services of volunteering and
contributions, virtuously, physically, spiritually, and financially." An Act of Kindness is an arena for
people to exercise their selflessness and kindness, which began as an initiative to repair the potholed
roads of Dimapur city. AOK also provides a creative platform for the youths in the city called the
Magnum Opus Festival, which is held in October every year. Magnus Opus involves various
competitions for young talents, such as art demonstrations and painting/pottery/sculpting
competitions, original singing live competitions, poetry and photography competitions, and different
workshops relating to art, music, writing, photography, etc.
She gratefully beholds that a massive response to the call to work together towards it was received
from people who were truly into being changemakers, and today, it's a fully registered society that
specializes in projects and initiatives that bring civic upheavals.
This is to encourage the readers, especially our dear students, that you can do so much in a lifetime
to make this world a better place, and it can all begin with the little acts of kindness you perform
right now.
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Social Thoughts

Are you tuned in to our playist?

Hope-ify
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Through the lens

Longtichang Longkumer Grade 11 (Science)

Moakaba Longchar Grade 6(A)
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Vimito Vito Shohe Grade 10(C)
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2021
"Victory belongs to those that believe in it the most and believe in it the
longest". - Randall Wallace
Congratulations on your well-deserved success!
A proud moment for Hope Academy as these students bring laurels to the school. The school
applauds their hardwork and dedication and congratulates them for their excellent performance
and commendable achievement in the variuos competitions held in Nagaland.
Kohima Educational Society Essay writing contest
Topic : Influence of social media on Naga youth
Category A: 16 years and below
1st - Mhademo Patton (Grade 10)
2nd - Tajenlemla Aier (Grade 10)
3rd - Sorito P Quinker (Grade 10)
Consolation - Imkongtongzuk Jamir (Grade 10)
Hornbill kids Carnival Essay writing contest
Topic: Clean Nagaland - Swachh Bharat Mission, India
Category C - Grade 7-9
1st - Imnasen (Grade 9)

Hornbill Festival Kids Carnival 2021
Topic : Paint your own world
1st - Dhani Poddar

75th Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav drawing competition on 75 years of Independence
Organised by Nagaland Pollution Control Board.
Theme: My waste my responsibility
3rd - Daklen Phom (Grade 8)
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2021
"Those who try their best, shall have victory while those who tried without
effort don't deserve it".
Congratulations on your well-deserved success!

Neepco State level Painting Competition
Group A - Vivan Poddar (Grade 6C) secured 1st Prize
Group B - Zara Abdul (Grade 8A), consolation prize

Peace Poster International Painting Competition organised by Lions Club of Dimapur, Nagaland
1st prize - Vivan Poddar (Grade 6C)
3rd Prize - Reeva Sharma (Grade 6C)

Painting Competition organized by CAMARADERIE _07, “Community of Believers”
1st - Reeva Sharma (Grade 6C)
2nd - Vivan Poddar (Grade 6C)
3rd - Vernica Sharma (Grade 6A)

Congratulations to Mishanli Easteryna Yanthan of Grade 4 on the
recent publication of her new book "The prehistoric adventure". Your
tremendous success at such a young age is a testament to your drive,
commitment, and perseverance..
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2021
"Those who try their best, shall have victory while those who tried without
effort don't deserve it".
Congratulations on your well-deserved success!

Hope's Got Talent 2021 Winners
Category 1 - Senthan Pearl Ezung (Grade 1 D) 1st Prize.
Her innocent and angelic mesmerized the Judges to win her the First position
Category 2 - Mishanli Easteryna Yanthan (Grade 4) secured the 1st Prize for her effective and
charming eloquence.
Category 3 - Lisa A. Yeptho (Grade 10) 1st Prize.
Her melodic voice won the hearts of the judges.

Grade XI Humanities Students of Hope Academy participated in "World Water Day," under the
theme "Ground Water: Making the Invisible Visible," organised by the Public Health Engineering
Department, Dimapur Division & Act Of Kindness Society on 22 March, Tuesday 2022.
A winner was selected from each school/college for the Poster Competition and Tsulun
Yimchunger from our Hope Academy won the first prize, receiving a cash prize of ₹1000 and a
certificate.
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Hope Academy Campus map
by Whalongla Imchen & YakpangerImchen (Grade 11 Science)
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